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Abstract— Criminal behavior is an important area of research to prevent crime. For the study large amount of data is required to arrive at some conclusive results. This paper deals with new ideas of data analysis of such huge volume of data. The data here is first filtered to retain only the useful data and then analysis is done. Genetic algorithm with fuzzy logic has been used to determine soft and hardcore criminals and possibility of a soft-core criminal turning into a hardcore criminal by considering parameters like background, education, modus operandi, number of cases, weapon used [1-3].
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INTRODUCTION

It is always a challenge to design an algorithm to run smoothly on large amount of data. Criminal database is one such example as crime rate is growing day by day and new methods are being adopted by the criminals to commit crimes; it is difficult to analyze the data and do predictions. To accomplish our task we applied data mining techniques with genetic algorithm to filter out and retain just the required data [4] [5]. Certain attributes of the Criminals like background, education, modus operandi etc. were considered to arrive at the conclusion whether a soft-core criminal would convert into a hardcore criminal [6] [7].

Soft core criminal, for the study, is one who commits a soft-crime like robbery; pick pocketing etc. a hard core criminal [8] is one who commits heinous crime like murderer, rape.

The analysis the criminal data we considering here different attributes take one by one to detect the similar pattern between them in criminal, age of criminal in which they doing a crime, gender of the criminal, current location of the criminal to do a crime, Education of the criminal, Modus-operandi of the criminal, Which weapon used to commit the crime, number of cases they have charged to the criminal, Reasons to commit a crime these are the attribute consider to get the similar pattern between the criminal [9].

Crime is major problem for everyone. Crime analysis is a way in which we analyze what are the factors to come to do a crime so today crime database available in vast amount in the database we have necessary to extract only knowledge able data from criminal data base for this Data mining techniques have greater advantage in this fields [10].

Crime analysis need data mining technique, this is an iterative process of extracting knowledge hidden from large volumes of raw data [11] [12].

Data mining involves the use of sophisticated data analysis tools to discover formerly undiscovered, valid patterns and relationships in large data sets. Therefore, data mining contain of more than collecting and managing data, it also includes analysis and prediction. The main advantage to use data mining with crime analysis is: too much data but too small knowledgeable, and a need to extract useful information from the data and to interpret the data. [13]

1. THE PROPOSAL OF CRIME ANALYSIS

To present the proposal of criminal data here we consider the large amount of data taken from internet to analyses the seminal pattern between the criminal and get result that the soft core criminal can become a hard core criminal in future. [14]

General Algorithm of Proposal Model
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Input : Raw of crime data from internet [15] [16].

Output: a model design in which you put the detail of soft core criminal and get result it might possible he become a hard criminal in future.

These are steps to taken account consider the proposal:-

1. **Understanding the crime domain**, this taken the related to the prior knowledge and goals of the crime detection and prediction [15] [16].

2. **Extracting the target dataset**, here in this we consider the following attribute so that consider these attribute detect the similar pattern using genetic algorithm they are the age of criminal to commit crime, the modus operandi to commit crime, education of criminal, reason to crime, the weapon used to commit a crime [16].

3. **Collect attribute values of criminal database**, we consider here are name of criminal, age, location, education, gender, modus-operandi, reason for crime, weapon used, and number of cases of criminal [14].

4. **Store the data**: we store each attribute value in database so that we have the large database of criminal with useful database value use in this proposed system.

5. **Further divide the attribute in category**, in this we further divide the each attribute in different category so that divide the criminals category soft core and hardcore take one by one we have get the data they are[16]:

Criminal Name: define each criminal name

Age: divide the age further three categories
   1. Age below 18
   2. Age between 18 to 60
   3. Age above 60

Criminal education: education of criminal divide in six categories
   1. Illiterate: no study
   2. Primary: up to fifth
   3. Secondary: up to tenth
   4. Senior secondary: up to twelfths
   5. Graduate : up to graduate
   6. Masters: above graduate

Number of cases: here in this we divide the cases that are against the criminal in court divide in four parts
   1. One case: only one case
   2. 2-3 case: between 2-3 cases
   3. 3-5: case: between 3-5 cases
   4. >5 case: greater than cases 5

Weapon used: this define the weapon used when he done a crime this divide in four categories
   1. Gun
   2. Bomb
   3. Knife
   4. Fire

6. **Count the categories of each attribute**: in this we fetch the data from data base to calculate each category this gives the maximum criminal lie in which category by the help of data mining we analyses the data

7. **Analyzing the data**: we design the attribute and get each category value now use these value we divide the criminal in four categories they are:

   1. Soft core criminal
   2. Soft core criminal moving towards hard core
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3. Hard core criminal
4. Completely hard core criminal

8. **Compare the new criminal data with data analysis**: compare the data with data analysis and divide the criminal in which category he belongs to.

9. **Check criminal can become hardcore**: enter the details of any criminal compare the details of it to the analysis data and get result in which category the criminal it was.

10. **End**

---

**Figure 1: Proposed model of analyzing criminal behaviour**

---

**2. METHODS**

Analysis of criminal behavior we collected the large amount of data from internet and collected the different attribute to analyses the data analyses the each attribute and get results the following process occur step by step as below [16]:
2.1 Model Requirements

As input into the criminal data we considering the different variables the algorithm variables are ctr,ctr2 used for increment value hcocre1(i), hcocre2(i), hcocre3(i), hcocre4(i) data store the data

1. //Algorithm to analyses data
2. Import data from database
3. //Detect Frequency of weapons used for crime
4. for i ← 1 to max
5. if weapon ← ‘gun’
6. ctr ← increment by
7. otherwise if weapon ← ‘bomb’
8. ctr2 ← increment by one
9. otherwise repeated for all the expected weapons
10. end if
11. end for

12. //Calculate severity of criminal based on number of cases
13. for I ← 1 to max
14. if no of crime ← 1
15. hcocre1(i).data ← store data
16. otherwise if no of crime ← between 2 and 3
17. hcocre2(i).data ← store data
18. otherwise if no of crime ← between 4 and 5
19. hcocre3(i).data ← store data
20. otherwise if no of crime ← greater than 5
21. hcocre4(i).data ← store data
22. end if
23. end for

24. // Calculate education level of the criminals
25. for I ← 1 to max
26. if education ← ‘illiterate’
27. ill ← increment by one
28. otherwise calculate for other criminals
29. // Detect pattern of criminal movement using genetic algorithm
30. /* based on traveller example matlab */
31. locations ← read from database
32. distances ← (x1 - x2)^2 + (y1 - y2)^2
33. FitnessFcn ← criminal_fitness(x,distances)
34. /* pass calculated parameters to genetic algorithm to get future value*/
35. [x,fval] ← ga(FitnessFcn,crimes,[],[],[],[],[],[],options)

36. // Fuzzy Rule Set
37. // Calculate Probability of Softcore Criminal converting into type of criminal
38. Step1. Compare result with
39. for I ← 1 to 1
40. if education ← same as of type one criminal
41. if modus operandi ← same as of type one criminal
42. if weapon used ← same as of type one criminal
43. prob ← type1 criminal
44. end if
45. end if
46. end if
47. if education ← same as of type two criminal
48. if modus operandi ← same as of type two criminal
49. if weapon used ← same as of type two criminal
50. prob ← type2 criminal
51. end if
52. end if
53. end if
54. end for
55. if education ← same as of type three criminal
56. if modus operandi ← same as of type three criminal
57. if weapon used ← same as of type three criminal
58. prob ← type3 criminal
59. end if
60. end if
61. end if
62. if education ← same as of type four criminal
63. if modus operandi ← same as of type four criminal
64. if weapon used ← same as of type four criminal
65. prob ← type4 criminal
66. end if
67. end if
68. end if

Result:
69. Type1 → soft core criminal
70. Type2 → soft core criminal moving towards hard core
71. Type3 → hard core criminal
72. Type4 → completely hard core criminal

2.2. Collecting the database

Collected the data of criminals we consider here the following attribute from the large amount of raw data of criminal: Name, Age, Location, Education, Modus operandi, No. of cases, Reason to crime.

- Criminal Name: name of the criminal
- Age: age of individual Criminal
- Crime Address: location of the crime
- Criminal Education: status of the criminal.
- Criminal Modus operandi: plan to do a crime.
- Criminal Weapon used: with the help of done a crime
- Criminal Cases: number of crime done by criminal
- Crime reason: understanding towards the crime

Collected the data criminal from the internet this is an raw data contain the detail of each criminal from that raw data we get the attribute values form that data store our data base which was contain the 50 records of data of criminal the data firstly store in the database using workbench then we fetch data in mat file and store in the mat file.
2.2(a) Database of Criminal data store in work bench consider here attribute values of criminal data.

2.2(b) Store criminal data in mat file.

Fig 2.2(b) represent the mat file of the load database of criminal data. The data of criminal is large consider only the attribute values of the data. We used workbench to store data so the further analysis done. The data collected is current data of the criminals which are collected from different genuine websites and police record data.

2.3 Generating Data

Here we analysis the data of criminals we have collected all the required attributes of the criminal store all the attributes in the database now consider each attribute one by one we analyses that data and then we have detect a single pattern to analyses the whole data.

We use different attributes to analyses the data when we analyses each attribute after that we come end result by comparing each attribute of criminal in our result we find out that the soft core criminal can become a hard core criminal.

3. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this we have considered attribute one by one and come in to the result. We have get result using the bar graph and pie chart the result we found get detail in brief and compare to other the result here further divides the each attribute in category.
3.1 Weapon used by criminal

Weapon used is an attribute of criminal data which was further divide in the category analyses each category and get the result the number of criminal belong to that category there are the following categories divide the weapon used:

1. Gun
2. Bomb
3. Knife
4. Fire

In fig. 3 we analyses the weapon used by the criminal by the help of pie chart and bar chart we easily show that our estimate data in the form of graphical interface.

Here we count the number of counts the which weapon used the criminal more with the use of looping on the basis we plot a pie chart and graph to show the result maximum number criminal used which weapon to done crime.

![Pie Chart of Weapons Used](image1.png)

Fig: 3.1(a): Analysis which weapon used by the criminal through pie chart

![Bar Chart of Weapons Used](image2.png)

Fig: 3.1(b): Calculate the number of which weapon used by criminal

On the basis of pie chart or bar graph result we get the result the number criminal which weapon used more to done a crime we draw a table for above result.

---
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Table 14: Analysis of weapon used by criminal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weapon used by criminal</th>
<th>Calculate the number of weapon used by the criminal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GUN</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOMB</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNIFE</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRE</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The steps used to determine the data are the following:

- Import data from database
- Divide the weapon data in different category i.e. gun, bomb, knife, fire.
- Calculate the each weapon used by different criminal
- Increment the number weapon used
- Design a bar graph to represent the maximum number of which weapon used

We get the estimate from the graph and table that from the record of database get the details of the criminal and get the estimate results that which weapons priority order.

3.2 Number of cases by criminal

In this we analysis the data of criminal in which the number of cases in criminal mean the number of case are occur to criminal to done crime if it is done one crime there is one case more than one crime the no. of crime he done he no. of cases occur.

In fig. 3.2 cases are analyses of the criminal cases means how many crime done by criminals if criminals done a one crime so we consider him in case1 else so on if the no. of cases maximum of the criminal it means it done that no. of crimes. So we have divide the no. of cases in 4 parts they are:

- One case: only single crime done by criminal
- 2-3 cases: between 2-3 crime done by criminal
- 3-5 cases: between 3-4 crime done by criminal
- >5 cases: Greater than five crimes done by criminal

Fig: 3.2(a): Analysis number of cases done by criminal through pie chart
Fig: 3.2(b) Calculate number of cases done by criminal represent through bar graph

Through the bases of data of criminal we estimate the result in the form of table that the no. of crimes or cases occur in the criminal are done.

Table 2: Analysis of number of cases of the criminal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Divide the No. of cases of criminal</th>
<th>Cases done by the criminal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ONE CASE</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3 CASE</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5 CASE</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5 CASE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The steps used to determine the data are the following:-

- Import data from database
- Divide the number of cases in different category i.e. case one, case between 2-3, case between 3-5, above 5 cases.
- Calculate the each no of crime or cases done by criminal
- Increment the number of cases of the criminal

We get the estimate results by the analysis of number of cases done by the criminal further use the results of criminal and this data helps found results

3.3 Analysis education of the criminal

we have analyses the Education background of the criminals this data help us to define our end result so criminal education is important because it define which background criminals belong in fig: 3.3 we divide the education in different category calculate the number of criminal belong to the which category so we define education in different categories they have seven categories they are:-

- Illiterate: criminals not study
- Primary: criminals study up to primary classes
Secondary: criminals study up to 10th class
Senior secondary: criminals study up to 12th class
Graduate: criminals study up to Graduate
Masters: criminals study up to masters

![Pie Chart of Education]

**Fig: 3.3: Analysis education of criminal through pie chart**

By get the result of the criminal education data we estimate the result to draw the maximum criminal what their education background if they do a crime so by seeing the result we draw a table with the respective results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education of Criminal</th>
<th>Number of Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ILLITRATE</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIMARY</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SECONDARY</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENIOR SECONDARY</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRADUATE</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASTERS</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Analysis of education of the criminal

The steps used to determine the data are the following:-
- Import data from database
- Divide the education data in different category i.e. illiterate, primary, secondary, senior secondary, graduate, and masters.
- Calculate the each criminal education background
- Increment the number of education mostly criminal done
- Design a pie chart to represent the education of the criminals

We get estimate result in table 3 that mostly criminals are illiterate this data help in further proceeds to get the end results

3.4 Detect pattern of criminal movement using genetic algorithm

In this we get criminal location what was there next location of crime we have data collected of criminal what his exact location and the distance in which he do a crime.
let us take an example a person p he wants to make an p name in the world so he start to make line first then completes the p when he make a line he used 10 gap then we get idea the next target also lie within 10 meter gap for this we collected a large data of criminal location where he do a crime with the help of genetic algorithm we plot a graph of similar pattern.

Fig: 3.4(a): shows position of crime done by criminal

In this graph we get the position of criminal in that country and these are the position of one criminal who do a crime based on these location.

Now we have join these location and get the distance between them in what distance he make a next target.

Fig: 3.4(b): Connect all the position of crime which was done by the criminal

Here we connect all the connectors in which criminal done crime now using the genetic method which find the similar pattern between the graph we get the net position where he done a crime

The steps used to determine the data are the following:-

- Import data from database
- The data contain the location of crime where a single person done a crime in different location
- We get the points which shows on graph which shows different places where he done a crime
- In the next graph we calculate the distance between them and also connect the points in graph
- By using this data and the genetic algorithm we draw a graph which shows the next position where he might done a crime
Fig: 3.4(c): This graph shows the next position of crime location of criminal

4. RESULT
We have analysis all the attributes one by one now we consider all the attributes apply the algorithm and find the result that the can a soft core criminal become a hard core criminal in future so we apply the algorithm and get four results that what is the possibility of soft core criminal become a which type of hard core criminal in future their four types are:-

Type1 → soft core criminal
Type2 → soft core criminal moving towards hard core
Type3 → hard core criminal
Type4 → completely hard core criminal

Certain steps are taken to get the result of Calculate Probability of Soft core criminal converting into type of criminal steps are:-

1. Import all the data analysis done is prior
2. We have calculate the data that maximum criminal belongs to which category
3. Here we not compare only with one category butt all the category
4. If no match with the analysis data or less attribute match called soft core criminal
5. If 2-3 data of attribute are match with data analysis attribute of criminal called soft core criminal moving towards hard core
6. If 3-4 attribute match called hard core criminal might be in future
7. If all the data match it is an completely hard core criminal might be in future

For this we design a model in which read data button read data from database which already store in matlab in mat files then we have proposed model which we discuss prior then we have a button of new criminal data in this we enter the detail of new criminal.

Fig: 4: Represent the model of analyzing criminal behavior

Now by click the button of new data we have another window open in which we enter the detail of the criminal which shows which type of criminal it was in future
4.1 Enter the detail of new criminal data record 1

We enter the detail of new criminal and analyses that in future it will become a hard core or it remain soft core criminal we enter the detail of one criminal enter only the attribute value of criminal than save the value in mat file.

![Image](Fig 4.1(a): Enter the detail of new criminal data record 1)

We have enter the new criminal data of record 1 and save file in mat file for further analysis of data.

![Image](Fig 4.1(b): Save the detail of new criminal data record 1 in mat file)

4.1.1 Analyze the record 1 new criminal data

Now by click the button of analyze we get the result whether it is hard core criminal or soft core criminal.
Fig: 4.1.1(a): Analysis of record 1 data of new criminal

We get here we see this data are shows that this criminal are little chances to become a hard core criminal we have the statement this is a command prompt.

Fig: 4.1.1(b): Analysis of record 1 data of new criminal in Command Prompt

4.2 Enter the detail of new criminal data record 2

We enter the detail of new criminal and analyses that in future it will become a hard core or it remain soft core criminal we enter the detail of one criminal enter only the attribute value of criminal than save the value in mat file.

Fig 4.2(a): Enter the detail of new criminal data record2

We have enter the new criminal data of record 2 and save file in mat file for further analysis of data.
Fig 4.2(b): Save the detail of new criminal data record 2 in mat file

4.2.1 Analyze the record 2 new criminal data

Now by click the button of analyze we get the result whether it is hard core criminal or soft core criminal

We get here we see this data are shows that this criminal are greater chances to become a hard core criminal we have the statement this is a command prompt.

Fig: 4.2.1(b): Analysis of record 2 data of new criminal

4.3 Compare the data of record 1 and record 2

Here we have two record i.e. record 1 which is record of the criminal there is less chances he became a hard core criminal and we have record 2 criminal which has more chances become a hard core criminal we get the result by analyzing the criminal behavior that maximum attribute matches with the data analysis it shows it has more chances to become a hard core criminal

Fig: 4.3(b): Compare record 1 and record 2 data
CONCLUSION
This research explores a new method to understand and analyze behavior of criminals. Several data of criminals was collected from genuine sources; the data was stored in graph database for its effective analysis. Sub graph of criminal database was used to reduced data so as to achieve efficient results; optimization is performed in the behavior analysis. We have achieved greater accuracy using fuzzy logic for comparison of new criminal data with the stored data. Thus the objective of the dissertation is achieved and the criminal behavior is analyzed.

In future the analysis can be done adding more parameters like behavior and handwriting patterns.
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